
Are you ready to dance the night away to the infectious rhythms and Latin beats of the Miami 
Sound Machine? Then you need to experience Miami Sound Revue, the ultimate tribute band 
featuring original members of the Miami Sound Machine, Gloria Estefan and Miami Sound Ma-
chine, and cast members from the Broadway hit musical “On Your Feet”. And leading the way 
with her powerhouse vocals is none other than Katherine Torrivilla, one of the most gifted and 
versatile singers in the industry.

Miami Sound Revue is not just a band; they’re a spectacle that will transport you back to the 
‘80s and ‘90s, when both the English and Spanish speaking world fell in love with the music 
of Gloria Estefan and the Miami Sound Machine. They were the first group to bring Latin and 
Cuban sounds to the mainstream charts, and with hits like “Dr. Beat”, “Bad Boy”, “Words Get in 
the Way”, “Don’t Wanna Lose You”, “Here We Are”, and “Anything for You”, they dominated 
the airwaves and took over the hearts of music lovers everywhere. And now, with Miami Sound 
Revue, you have the chance to experience all those hits, and more, like never before. With 
unparalleled precision and authenticity, they deliver a show that is as visually stunning as it is 
musically satisfying. Guitar riffs, saxophone solos, conga lines, and synchronized dance moves 
– it’s all here, and it’s all done to perfection.

But Miami Sound Revue is more than just a tribute band; it’s a celebration of a cultural and mu-
sical movement that changed the world. Because when the Miami Sound Machine hit the scene, 
they showed that being Latin wasn’t a liability, it was an asset. They proved that music, like love, 
knows no language or borders. And they gave voice to a community that had been waiting for 
the world to listen.

So, if you want to be a part of that legacy and groove to the Miami Sound Machine’s classic hits, 
book Miami Sound Revue today. They are guaranteed to fill the dance floor, give you a night to 
remember, and leave you with a lasting appreciation for a band that changed the world.

A TRIBUTE TO GLORIA ESTEFAN


